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Abstract
A concise guide to very basic bicategory theory, from the definition of
a bicategory to the coherence theorem.
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0 Introduction
This is a minimalist account of the coherence theorem for bicategories. The
definitions of a bicategory, of a morphism between them, and so on, are given
first; from here, a straight-line path is taken to the coherence theorem. No
motivation or context is given, and only such examples as are necessary to
the development of the theory. More discursive literature on bicategories is
available: for instance, the original paper of Be´nabou, or Gray’s book (see
bibliography). In particular, section 9 of Street’s paper [7] covers much the
same material as this paper.
Nothing here is new (although I haven’t seen 2.4 put this way before). The
definitions are culled from Be´nabou’s paper and Gray’s book, and the bare
bones of the coherence theorem from the papers of Street [6] and of Gordon,
Power and Street. Many points are also covered in Lack’s thesis.
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1 Definitions
1.0 Bicategories
A bicategory B consists of the following data subject to the following axioms:
Data
• Collection obB (with elements 0-cells A, B, . . . )
• Categories B(A,B) (with objects 1-cells f , g, . . . and arrows 2-cells α,
β, . . . )
• Functors
cABC : B(B,C)× B(A,B) - B(A,C)
(g, f) 7−→ g◦f = gf
(β, α) 7−→ β ∗ α
and IA : 1 - B(A,A) (thus IA is a 1-cell A - A).
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• Natural isomorphisms
B(C,D)× B(B,C)× B(A,B)
1× cABC- B(C,D)× B(A,C)
 
aABCD

B(B,D)× B(A,B)
cBCD × 1
?
cABD
- B(A,D)
cACD
?
B(A,B)× 1
@
@
@
@
@
∼
R 
rAB
B(A,B)× B(A,A)
1× IA
?
cAAB
- B(A,B)
1× B(A,B)
@
@
@
@
@
∼
R 
lAB
B(B,B)× B(A,B)
IB × 1
?
cABB
- B(A,B)
thus 2-cells
ahgf : (hg)f
∼- h(gf)
rf : f◦IA
∼- f
lf : IB◦f
∼- f.
Axioms
The following commute:
((kh)g)f
a ∗ 1- (k(hg))f
	 
 
 
 
 
a
@
@
@
@
@
a
R
(kh)(gf) k((hg)f)
QQQQQQQQ
a
s +



1 ∗ a
k(h(gf))
(gI)f
a - g(If)
@@@r ∗ 1R 	 
  
1 ∗ l
gf
2
Variants
If a, l and r are identities, so that (hg)f = h(gf), If = f = fI, and similarly
for composition of 2-cells, then B is called a 2-category. In this case the axioms
hold automatically.
Example
There is a 2-category Cat whose 0-cells are small categories, whose 1-cells are
functors, and whose 2-cells are natural transformations.
Internal Equivalence
As Cat is a bicategory, we may imitate certain definitions from category theory
in an arbitrary bicategory B. In particular, an (internal) equivalence in B
consists of a pair of 1-cells A
f-ff
g
B together with an isomorphism 1 - g◦f
in the category B(A,A) and an isomorphism f◦g - 1 in the categoryB(B,B).
We also say that f is an equivalence and that A is equivalent to B (inside B).
The Opposite Bicategory
Given a bicategory B, we may form a dual bicategory Bop by reversing the 1-
cells but not the 2-cells. Thus if B has a 2-cell A B
f
g
α
R
?
then Bop has a
2-cell A B
f
g
α
	
I ?
.
1.1 Morphisms
Amorphism F (or strictly speaking, (F, φ)) from B to B′ consists of the following
data subject to the following axioms:
Data
• Function F : obB - obB′
• Functors FAB : B(A,B) - B′(FA,FB)
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• Natural transformations
B(B,C)× B(A,B)
c - B(A,C)
 
φABC

B
′(FB,FC)× B′(FA,FB)
FBC × FAB
?
c′
- B′(FA,FC)
FAC
?
1
IA - B(A,A)
 
φA

1
wwwwwwwwww
I ′FA
- B′(FA,FA)
FAA
?
thus 2-cells φgf : Fg◦Ff - F (g◦f) and φA : I ′FA - FIA.
Axioms
The following commute:
(Fh◦Fg)◦Ff
φ ∗ 1- F (h◦g)◦Ff
φ- F ((h◦g)◦f)
Fh◦(Fg◦Ff)
a′
?
1 ∗ φ
- Fh◦F (g◦f)
φ
- F (h◦(g◦f))
Fa
?
Ff◦I ′FA
1 ∗ φ- Ff◦FIA
φ- F (f◦IA)
Ff
r′
?
===================== Ff
Fr
?
I ′FB◦Ff
φ ∗ 1- FIB◦Ff
φ- F (IB◦f)
Ff
l′
?
===================== Ff
F l
?
Variants
If φABC and φA are all natural isomorphisms, so that Fg◦Ff∼=F (g◦f) and
FI∼=I ′, then F is called a homomorphism. If φABC and φA are all identities, so
that Fg◦Ff = F (g◦f) and FI = I ′, then F is called a strict homomorphism.
Representables
IfA is a 0-cell of a bicategory B, there arises a homomorphism B(—, A) : Bop - Cat.
The 2-cells “φgf” and “φB” come from a and r, respectively.
Local Properties
Let P be a property of functors. We say a morphism F is locally P if each functor
FAB has the property P : thus locally faithful, locally an equivalence, . . . .
4
1.2 Transformations
A transformation
B
B′
F G
σ
R 	
- , where F = (F, φ) and G = (G,ψ) are mor-
phisms, is defined by the following data and axioms. Below, we use the notation
h∗ : B(C,D) - B(C,E) for the functor induced by a 1-cell D
h- E of a
bicategory B, and similarly h∗ : B(E,C) - B(D,C).
Data
• 1-cells FA
σA- GA
• Natural transformations
B(A,B)
FAB- B′(FA,FB)
 
σAB

B
′(GA,GB)
GAB
?
(σA)
∗
- B′(FA,GB)
(σB)∗
?
thus 2-cells σf : Gf◦σA - σB◦Ff .
Axioms
The following commute:
(Gg◦Gf)◦σA
a′- Gg◦(Gf◦σA)
1 ∗ σf- Gg◦(σB◦Ff)
a′
−1
- (Gg◦σB)◦Ff
σg ∗ 1- (σC◦Fg)◦Ff
a′- σC◦(Fg◦Ff)
G(g◦f)◦σA
ψ ∗ 1
?
σgf
- σC◦F (g◦f)
1 ∗ φ
?
I ′GA◦σA
l′ - σA
r′
−1
- σA◦I ′FA
GIA◦σA
ψ ∗ 1
?
σIA
- σA◦FIA
1 ∗ φ
?
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Variants
If σAB are all natural isomorphisms then σ is called a strong transformation. If
σAB are all identities then σ is called a strict transformation.
Representables
If A
f- B is a 1-cell in a bicategory, then there arises a strong transforma-
tion f∗ = B(—, f) : B(—, A) - B(—, B). The 2-cells “σg” come from the
associativity isomorphism a.
1.3 Modifications
A modification
B
B′
F G
σ
σ˜
Γ
R 	
R
?
consists of the following data subject to the following axioms:
Data
• 2-cells FA GA
σA
σ˜A
ΓA
R
?
Axioms
The following commute:
Gf◦σA
1 ∗ ΓA- Gf◦σ˜A
σB◦Ff
σf
?
ΓB ∗ 1
- σ˜B◦Ff
σ˜f
?
Variants
None.
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Representables
If A B
f
g
α
R
?
is a 2-cell in a bicategory, then there arises a modification
B
op
Cat
B(—, A) B(—, B)
f∗
g∗
α∗
R 	
R
?
.
1.4 Strength Terminology
The terminology used to describe whether something holds strictly, up to iso-
morphism, or just up to a connecting map, has evolved messily. Here is a sum-
mary of the definitions given above; note that for representables, everything is
at the ‘iso’ level.
bicategories morphisms transformations
map — (plain) (plain)
iso bicategory homomorphism strong transformation
equality 2-category strict homomorphism strict transformation
2 Coherence
2.0 Functor Bicategories
Given a pair of bicategories B and B′, one can define (canonically) a ‘functor
bicategory’Lax(B,B′), whose 0-cells are morphisms B - B′, whose 1-cells are
transformations, and whose 2-cells are modifications. This is not in general a 2-
category, but it is if B′ is. We will take a particular interest in the sub-bicategory
[B,B′] of Lax(B,B′), consisting of homomorphisms, strong transformations and
modifications (i.e. everything at the ‘iso’ level).
2.1 The Yoneda Embedding
By the observations of the previous section, there is for each bicategory B a
2-category [Bop,Cat]. Moreover, the representables constructed in Section 1
provide a ‘Yoneda’ homomorphism Y : B - [Bop,Cat]. It is straightforward
to calculate that locally Y is full, faithful, and essentially surjective on objects—
in other words, that Y is a local equivalence. (In order for Y to exist it is
7
necessary that B should be locally small, but we do not emphasize this issue
here.)
2.2 Biequivalence
Let B and B′ be bicategories. A biequivalence from B to B′ consists of a pair
of homomorphisms B
F-ff
G
B′ together with an equivalence 1 - G◦F inside
the bicategory [B,B] and an equivalence F ◦G - 1 inside [B′,B′]. We also
say that F is a biequivalence and that B is biequivalent to B′. Now, just as for
equivalence of plain categories, there is an alternative criterion for biequivalence:
namely, that a homomorphism F : B - B′ is a biequivalence if and only if
F is locally an equivalence and is surjective-up-to-equivalence on objects. The
latter condition means that if B′ is any 0-cell of B′ then there is some 0-cell B
of B such that FB is (internally) equivalent to B′.
2.3 The Coherence Theorem
Theorem Every bicategory is biequivalent to a 2-category.
Proof Let B be a bicategory and Y : B - [Bop,Cat] the Yoneda map. Let
B′ be the full image of Y : that is, the sub-2-category of [Bop,Cat] whose 0-cells
are those in the image of Y , and with all 1- and 2-cells of [Bop,Cat] between
them. Let Y ′ : B - B′ be the restriction of Y . Then:
• Y ′ is a homomorphism, since Y is
• Y ′ is surjective on 0-cells, by construction
• Y ′ is a local equivalence, since Y is (observed in 2.1).
Thus Y ′ is a biequivalence from B to the 2-category B′. 2
2.4 Coherence and Commuting Diagrams
Coherence theorems sometimes have the form ‘all diagrams of a certain kind
commute’; for instance, the coherence theorem for monoidal categories states
that all diagrams built out of the associativity and identity isomorphisms com-
mute. This result for monoidal categories also holds for bicategories. Without
giving a precise statement or proof, we indicate by an example how it is a
corollary of our coherence theorem, 2.3.
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A typical instance of what we wish to prove is that the diagram
(h(Ig))f
	 
 
 
 
 
a−1 ∗ 1
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
a
^
((hI)g)f
h((Ig)f)
(hg)f
(r ∗ 1) ∗ 1
?
fl















1 ∗ (l ∗ 1)
@
@
@
@
@
a
R
h(gf)
(1)
should commute, for any composable 1-cells f , g, h in any bicategory. Let us
say that a bicategory B has the coherence property if all diagrams ‘like this’
in B commute; our goal is to show that every bicategory has the coherence
property. To achieve this, first observe that every 2-category has the coherence
property, since a, l and r are all 1. Then, for any B we have an ‘embedding’
Y : B - [Bop,Cat] of B into a bicategory with the coherence property, and
this implies that B too has the coherence property, as now explained.
Let (F, φ) : B - B′ be a morphism of bicategories, and suppose that
B′ has the coherence property. We want to deduce that, subject to certain
conditions on (F, φ), the bicategory B also has the coherence property. Consider
the diagram (1) in B. Let α be the composite down the left-hand side, and β
down the right; let α′ be the composite
(Fh◦(I ′◦Fg))◦Ff
a′
−1
∗1- ((Fh◦I ′)◦Fg)◦Ff
(r′∗1)∗1- (Fh◦Fg)◦Ff
a′- Fh◦(Fg◦Ff),
and similarly β′. We know that α′ = β′ and want to conclude that α = β.
Consider, then, the diagram in Figure 2, where the 2-cells called φ are built
up from φA’s and φqp’s. By definition of morphism, the diagram commutes—
that is, Fα◦φ = φ◦α′. Similarly, Fβ◦φ = φ◦β′, so Fα◦φ = Fβ◦φ. If F is a
homomorphism then the 2-cells φ are isomorphisms, so Fα = Fβ; if also F is
locally faithful then we may conclude that α = β.
Our example therefore demonstrates: if F : B - B′ is a locally faithful
homomorphism and B′ has the coherence property, then so does B. Applying
this to Y : B - [Bop,Cat], for any bicategory B, shows that all bicategories
have the coherence property.
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(Fh◦(I ′◦Fg))◦Ff
φ- F [(h(Ig))f ]
((Fh◦I ′)◦Fg)◦Ff
a′
−1
∗ 1
?
φ- F [((hI)g)f ]
F [a−1 ∗ 1]
?
(Fh◦Fg)◦Ff
(r′ ∗ 1) ∗ 1
? φ - F [(hg)f ]
F [(r ∗ 1) ∗ 1]
?
Fh◦(Fg◦Ff)
a′
?
φ
- F [h(gf)]
F [a]
?
Figure 2: diagram of 2-cells in B′
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